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 (d)	an epic styled Kurukshetra, of which seven books
have been published so far;
 (e)	a novel, Ushn (1918);
 (f)	essays and addresses collected in Snhitya-manthana
(1924),  Udbodhana  (1927),  SamsUramanthana  (1927)  and
Ardhdatabdim Bebolo (1927);
and
(g)	Part I of a biography Kavftvara Dalpatram (1933.)
His claim to eminence rests on the richness and freedom
which he gave to the language; on the expressiveness with
which he invested poetic diction; on his garabis and songs
of great beauty; on his rhythmic prose which has opened
a new era in prose and verse; on the new art-f orm which he
has given by his dramas; on his stately odes; and on the
exuberance with which he has held up the Samskrtic revi-
val to admiration. The pronounced features running
through all the works of the author give a Janus-faced
aspect to his works. One shows an artistic temperament
opening up fresh vistas of literary freedom, but circumscrib-
ed by imagination and emotion of uneven intensity. The
other aspect comes in when the intellectual outlook, narrow
and misty, infuses elements of intolerance into its artistic
counterpart.
Gujarat!, like other Indian vernaculars, became literary
only by borrowing the wealth of Samskrta, but more after
the fashion of Marathi, which had been freely adopting
tatsama words for old and new concepts. Bengali, on the
other hand, had embarked on word-formation by a free
use of compounds as in Samskrta with great effect
Nanalal struck out a new path, indiscriminately compoun-
ding words of every origin, Samskrta, Persian and Old
Gujaratl. Further he coined new tadbhava words, or used
old ones in a new sense. He introduced the fashion, now
popular, of using a substantive with f —the infinitive
termination—as a verb. In his works he pressed
into service every word of recognised or recognis-
able artistic value in the language. The language, thus,
" acquired a new wealth and freedom. But the incessant
hunt for poetic expressions has often ended disastrously.
The frequent use of diminutives and alliteration, of

